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Art.  DESCRIPTION

VX1020/N Square shape, nickel colour.

VX1020/G Square shape, gold colour.

SERIAL CODELOCKS “SLIM SERIES”

The “Slim Series” codelocks are designed to be installed where space is limited.
The body of the codelock is manufactured from one piece die cast aluminium, which greatly improves the code-
locks resilience to vandalism and misuse, giving increased reliability.
All models are for surface mounting and are available in either a square or rounded shape, with two different 
finishes: nickel (order adding “/N” to the product code) or gold (order adding “/G”).
These codelock units must be connected to one of the following Videx Central Control Units: VX1000B, VX1010-1 
or VX1010-2, depending on how many user codes or relay outputs are required.
Working temperature: -10 +50°C.

Art.  DESCRIPTION

VX1030/N Stand-alone codelock  
9 codes/1 relay 
surface mount, nichel finish.

VX1030/G Stand-alone codelock  
9 codes/1 relay 
surface mount, gold finish.

ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS USING SERIAL CODELOCKS

Serial codelocks offer a higher level of security against tampering than “stand-alone” codelocks.
The keypad is the input peripheral for the data which is processed by the remote sited control unit (normally in-
stalled in a secure area), to which the keypad is connected through a serial connection.
Greater security against tampering is achieved as the lock relays are housed within the remote sited control 
equipment.
The serial codelock units are powered from the control unit which houses the relays and stored access codes.

STANDALONE CODELOCKS “SLIM SERIES”

The “Slim Series” codelocks are designed to be installed where space is limited.
The body of the codelock is manufactured from one piece die cast aluminium, which greatly improves the code-
lock resistence to vandalism and misuse, giving increased reliability.
All models are for surface mounting and are available in two different finishes: nickel (order adding “/N” to the 
product code) or gold (order adding “/G”).
The keypad has a dry contacts built-in relay (C, NC, NO), an active low input “push to exit” and can be supplied at 
12Vac/dc.
9 codes can be stored by the codelock keypad.
Working voltage: 12Vac/dc
Working temperature: -10 +50°C
Relay contacts: 24Vac/dc 1A

Access Control


